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a b s t r a c t

Heat conduction between two parallel solid walls separated by liquid argon is investigated using three-
dimensional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Liquid argon molecules confined in silver and
graphite nano-channels are examined separately. Heat flux and temperature distribution within the
nano-channels are calculated by maintaining a fixed temperature difference between the two solid
surfaces. Temperature profiles are linear sufficiently away from the walls, and heat transfer in liquid
argon obeys the Fourier law. Temperature jump due to the interface thermal resistance (i.e., Kapitza
length) is characterized as a function of the wall temperature. MD results enabled development of
a phenomenological model for the Kapitza length, which is utilized as the coefficient of a Navier-type
temperature jump boundary condition using continuum heat conduction equation. Analytical solution
of this model results in successful predictions of temperature distribution in liquid argon confined in
silver and graphite nano-channels as thin as 7 nm and 3.57 nm, respectively.

� 2012 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Thermal resistance at the solidefluid interface has great
importance in thermal/fluid engineering. Low thermal interface
resistance enables efficient heat dissipation and consistent device
performance in microelectronic semiconductor devices [1]; and
permits enhanced thermal transport properties of nanofluids (i.e.,
coolants seeded with conductive nano-particles) [2,3]. On the other
hand, high interface resistance is useful for thermal isolation of
device components.

Thermal transport through an interface between two dissimilar
materials results in a temperature jump (DT). For a given heat flux
ð j!Þ, this jump can be identified as a thermal resistance (RK),
written as

DT ¼ �RK j
!
$ n!; (1)

where n! is the outward unit normal from the wall. The interface
resistance was discovered by Kapitza in 1941 on a metaleliquid
interface, and hence, known as the Kapitza resistance [4]. One
can define a thermal resistance length (LK), known as the Kapitza
length, by extrapolating the temperature profile from liquid in to
son SAS. All rights reserved.
the solid, where the wall temperature is reached. The Kapitza
length can be predicted using

DT ¼ LK
vT
vn

����
liquid0

(2)

where vT/vn is the thermal gradient on the liquid side, and
DT¼Tfluid � Twall. It is crucial to realize that Eq. (2) requires onset of
continuum behavior where a local temperature profile can be
defined, and it can be used as a Navier-type boundary condition in
solution of continuum based heat transfer equations. Eqs. (1) and
(2) can be manipulated to relate the Kapitza resistance (RK) and
Kapitza length (LK) using the Fourier law.

There are several continuum based interface thermal resistance
models. For instance, the AcousticMismatchModel (AMM) explains
thermal resistance at the liquid/solid interface using the impedance
of phonon energy transfer across the interface [4]. Phonon radiation
and acoustic impedance are the two determining factors of thermal
resistance in AMM, which neglects phonon scattering at the inter-
face. The Diffuse Mismatch Model considers diffuse scattering of
phonons on the interface, followed by their emission into the
neighboringmaterial with a probability proportional to the phonon
density of states within the respective materials. This model deter-
mines the interface thermal resistance by utilizing the mismatch
between the phonon density of states within two materials [5].
Recently developed Scattering Mediated Acoustic Mismatch Model
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Nomenclature

English symbols
ei Energy per-atom, J
fij Force acting on molecule i from molecule j, N

j
!

Heat flux, mW/m2

H Channel height, nm
LK Kapitza length, nm
m Mass, kg
n! Unit normal vector
rij Spacing between the molecules i and j, nm
RK Thermal resistance, mW/mK
T Temperature, K
vT/vn Thermal gradient, K/nm
x Direction normal to surface, nm
vi Velocity, m/s

Greek symbols
a(Tw) Wall temperature coefficient, nm
ε Depth of potential well, eV
εwf Liquid-solid interaction strength, eV
DT Temperature jump, K
r Number density, #
s Molecular diameter, nm
U Volume, nm3

uf Thermal oscillation frequency of fluid
uw Thermal oscillation frequency of wall

Subscripts
i Molecule i
j Molecule j
f Fluid
l Liquid
Low Low temperature reservoir
High High temperature reservoir
w Wall
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describes phone transport via a damped wave equation using an
analogybetweenphononand radiative energy transport [6]. Despite
these theoretical developments, predictions of these models are
only accurate at extremely low temperatures.

Alternative to the continuum based studies; interface resistance
between two dissimilar materials can be investigated using
molecular dynamics (MD), which does not require continuum
based governing equations and constitutive laws. There are several
MD studies on interface thermal resistance between solids and
liquids, but most of these had limited success in explaining and
quantifying the Kapitza length. The earliest workwas byMaiti et al.,
who reported a temperature jump at the solideliquid interface [7].
Several research groups investigated the relationship between the
interface thermal resistance and wettability, and have shown
decreased resistance with increased solid/liquid interaction
strength [8]. Structural changes in the interfaces also affect the
interface resistance [9]. Torii et al. showed that the energy transfer
in directions parallel to the interface are governed by surface
corrugations at the molecular-scale, and energy transfer in the
direction perpendicular to the surface is governed by the molecular
number density on solid surfaces [10]. More recently, Liu et al.
investigated flow dependence of the interface thermal resistance of
argon in copper and silver channels, and found “solid like” behavior
of argon near the walls [11]. These authors reported increased
thermal resistance due to adsorption of argon on the walls.

In order to investigate thermal transport in nano-scale confined
“simple liquids” like argon, Kim et al. utilized a thermal wall model
that considered each wall molecule as an independent oscillator
with a given crystal bonding stiffness [12]. Their model applied
a thermostat on the walls to maintain channel walls at desired
temperatures, while the fluid domain was free of thermostat to
enable MD simulations of liquid flow and heat transfer. In
a following study, same authors investigated interface thermal
resistance and proposed a Navier-type temperature jump boundary
condition, which predicted temperature profiles in nano-channels
using continuum heat conduction equation [13]. By hypothesizing
that the temperature jump DT ¼ f(uw/uf, εwf/ε, Tw, vT/vn),

DT ¼ aðTwÞ
 
uwall
ufluid

!4

exp
�
� 1:85εwf=ε

�vT
vn

����
liquid0

(3)

where a(Tw) is a coefficient with the unit of length-scale dependent
on the wall temperature, uw/uf is the relative thermal oscillation
frequency of wall and liquid, εwf/ε is the liquidesolid interaction
strength, and vT/vn is the thermal gradient on the liquid side,
respectively. Performing systematic simulations by varying the
nano-channel dimensions, they verified onset of thermal equilib-
rium and Fourier law for liquid argon in nano-channels as small as
3.24 nm.While the Eq. (3) is related to the Kapitza length via Eq. (2),
the authors characterized the Kapitza length (LK) as a function of
the relative thermal oscillation frequencies of the liquidesolid pair,
liquidesolid interaction strength, and wall temperature [13]. In
a subsequent study, the same temperature jump model was vali-
dated for viscous heating in linear Couette flow within nano-
channels [14]. The primary drawbacks of their studies were that
wall molecules had similar mass and radius with liquid argon, and
each wall molecule exhibited simple harmonic vibrations with
a single degree of freedom. In reality, the vibration of wall mole-
cules is often more complex and exhibit multiple degrees of
freedom. Hence, direct application of their model to realistic
surfaces like silver or graphite is limited.

In this paper, we investigate heat conduction between two
parallel solid walls separated by liquid argon via three-dimensional
molecular dynamics simulations using LAMMPS 2010 [15]. Instead
of defining LK based on the molecular level details of representative
surfaces, we investigate its variation on real surfaces simply as
a function of wall temperature. The objectives of this study are (1)
determination of the Kapitza length for the argon-silver and argon-
graphite interfaces as a function of the local wall temperature; (2)
development of a phenomenological model for the Kapitza length
for these interfaces; (3) and verification of this new model by
comparisons of MD results with the predictions of continuum heat
conduction equation subjected to the temperature jump boundary
conditions in various size nano-channels.

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2,we summarize the
MD simulation details which include a description of the simulation
domain, heat flux calculation and summary of the simulation
parameters. Section 3 contains investigation of heat conduction in
nano-channels and determination of the Kapitza length at liquid
argon/silver, and argon/graphite interfaces. This is followed by
introduction of a Navier boundary condition which is verified using
MD simulation results. Finally, conclusions are presented.
2. Molecular dynamics simulation details

The simulation domain, schematically shown in Fig. 1, consists
of two parallel solid walls and liquid argon molecules between



Fig. 1. Schematics of the computational domain.

Table 1
Molecular parameters used for solid walls.

Wall s (Å) ε (ev) Mass
(g/mol)

Lattice
constant (Å)

Number of
molecules for
each wall

Number of
wall layers

Ag 2.551 0.408 107.9 4.086 648 4
Carbon 3.4 0.003 12 N/A 490/504 3
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them. We simulated three-dimensional nano-channels of 7.4 nm
and 7.6 nm in height for silver and graphite channels, respectively.
The channels’ widths and lengths are 3.7 nm for all cases. Periodic
boundary conditions were applied in the y- and z-directions for
both solid and liquid domains. Silver walls were modeled as face-
centered cubic (FCC) structures with (0, 0, 1) crystal plane facing
the fluid. By considering approximately 1 nm force cutoff distance
for argon, four layers of silver atoms were used to model the silver
channel. Three layers of graphite walls were modeled. Each layer of
graphite had planar structure and the carbon atoms were arranged
in a hexagonal lattice with separation of 0.142 nm, and the distance
between the graphite layers was 0.335 nm. Atoms in the outmost
layers of silver and graphite surfaces were fixed tomaintain a stable
system, while the atoms in other layers were free tomove. A total of
2068 argon molecules were simulated in the three-dimensional
channel, and the corresponding number density (Ns3/U) of the
system was set at r ¼ 0.8, where the mass for an argon molecule
was m ¼ 6.63 � 10�26 kg, and its molecular diameter was
s ¼ 0.3405 nm. We used the LennardeJones (12e6) potential for
interaction of argon molecules, and the depth of the potential well
(ε) for argon was 0.0103 eV. Silver wallewall interactions were
modeled using embedded atom method (EAM) since it can give an
accurate description for the total energy of a metal by calculating
the embedding energy as a function of the atomic electron density.
EAM is a many-body potential and works especially well for FCC
metallic structures [16]. In order to simulate the intramolecular
forces of the graphite slabs, Adaptive Intermolecular Reactive
Empirical Bond Order (AIREBO) potential is employed for the
graphite wallewall interactions. The AIREBO potential consists of
three terms. First term is the REBO hydrocarbon potential
describing short-ranged carbonecarbon interactions (r < 2Å).
These interactions have strong coordination-dependence through
a bond order parameter, which adjusts the attraction between atom
couples based on the position of other nearby atoms, and thus has
third- and fourth-body dependence. Second term is the
LennardeJones (12e6) potential which adds longer-ranged inter-
actions (2Å < r < cutoff). It contains a series of switching functions
so that the short-ranged LJ repulsion (1/r12) does not interfere with
the potential captured by the REBO term. The TORSION is the third
term which is an explicit 4-body potential to describe various
dihedral angle preferences in carbon configurations. The AIREBO
potential is widely used for calculating the potential energy of
covalent bonds and the inter-atomic forces [17]. The wall
parameters are shown in Table 1. Fluid-wall interactions were
calculated using the LennardeJones potential. The
LorentzeBerthelot mixing rule was employed to calculate the
LennardeJones parameters for fluidewall interactions [18]. MD
parameters utilized for AreAr, AreAg and AreC interactions are
shown in Table 2.

Initially we applied NVT ensemble to the entire system to
establish an equilibrium state, Nose- Hoover thermostat was
applied to the molecules to maintain the system’s temperature at
100 K. In order to induce a heat flux through the solid/liquid
interfaces, different wall temperatures were assigned and main-
tained using Langevin thermostat, while NVE ensemble was
applied to the liquid argon domain. Therefore, solid surfaces
serving as heat baths were assumed to have infinite conductivity,
and the effects of heat conduction on solid surfaces were neglected.
The simulation time step was 4 fs for silver walls and 1 fs for
graphite walls. Heat transfer simulations were performed for 10 ns,
2 ns for the system to reach steady-state and another 8 ns for
averaging.

The thermal gradient applied in the simulation system gener-
ates a constant heat flux j

!
, calculated as [19]

j
! ¼ 1

U

�X
i

eivi þ
X
i<j

�
fij$vj

�
rij
�
; (4)

where U is the volume of the system, ei is energy per-atom
(potential and kinetic), vi is the velocity of molecule i, fij is the
force acting on molecule i from molecule j, and rij is the distance
between the molecules i and j. Before we present the temperature
profiles and discuss how to calculate the thermal conductivity, it is
necessary to demonstrate local thermal equilibrium in the system.
Local temperature can be defined only if the local thermal equi-
librium is established. Kim et al., [13], calculated the normal
distribution of molecular velocity in an equilibrium system, and
showed that the skewness and kurtosis for randomly selected bins
varied between �0.097 and 0.054 and �0.092 to 0.202, respec-
tively. As a result, they claimed onset of local thermal equilibrium.
In this paper, temperature distribution is obtained using both 20
and 200 slab bins parallel to the walls. For the coarse bin case, each
slab bin contains more than 30 atoms, NVE ensemble of these
atoms for 8 ns is adequate to achieve local thermal equilibrium, in
which, the velocity distribution of atoms follows the
MaxwelleBoltzmann distribution [20]. We also calculated the
skewness and kurtosis of select bins in the channel center and next
to the walls, and have observed their values varying between
�0.056 and 0.063 and �0.049 to 0.087, respectively. In order to
interpret the temperature profiles obtained using fine-bins, we plot
and compare the temperature distribution obtained using 20 and
200 slab bins. Temperature profiles from the fine and coarse bins
cases are consistent, and show that local thermal equilibrium is
reached. In all our analysis, wall positions are defined at the center
of the first layer of wall molecules adjacent to the fluid.

3. Results

In this section we first show the density and temperature
profiles obtained in liquid argon in contact with silver and graphite



Table 2
Intermolecular interaction parameters used in the simulations.

Interaction s (Å) ε (ev) ε/εAr

AreAr 3.405 0.01 1
AreAg 2.978 0.06 6
AreC 3.403 0.005 0.5
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walls subjected to different wall temperatures. Then we utilize MD
results to develop a phenomenological model for the Kapitza
length, and verify thismodel by comparisons of the continuumheat
conduction equation solutions with MD results obtained for
different channel dimensions and temperatures.
3.1. Liquid argon in silver and graphite nano-channels

Fig. 2 shows the number density (normalized by the molecular
diameter of argon s3) profiles obtained for liquid argon facing silver
and graphite surfaces subjected to 140 K and 90 K on their left and
right surfaces, respectively. In order to capture the density layering
phenomenon, we divided the whole domain into 200 (fine) slab
Fig. 2. Density distribution and temperature profile of liquid argon facing silver (top)
and graphite (bottom) surfaces. Left and right surfaces of each channel are subjected to
140 K and 90 K, respectively. Temperature and density profiles obtained using 20 and
200 slab bins are shown.
bins. Results obtained using 20 (coarse) slab bins are also shown in
the figure. Driven by the wall force field effects and local
argoneargon interactions, the density profile exhibits strong near
wall layering that extends approximately 2 nm from each surface.
Asymmetry in the density profiles shows the effects of wall
temperature on density for each case. Local argon density near high
temperature walls is less than the argon density near low temper-
ature walls for both silver and graphite surfaces. Differences in the
density profiles as a function of thewall type can be correlatedwith
the argon-silver and argon-graphite interaction properties given in
Table 2. Specifically, the interaction potential ratio of argon-silver to
argoneargon molecules is εAreAg/εAr ¼ 6, while this value for the
argon-graphite pair is εAreC/εAr ¼ 0.5. As a result, the interactions of
argonmoleculeswith silverwalls are twelve times stronger than the
interactions of argon with graphite surfaces. This creates a larger
near wall argon density peak in silver nano-channels than the
graphite channels. For both surfaces, liquid argon density fluctuates
severely near the surface, resulting in nearly zero molecules within
certain bins. A zoomed viewof the density and temperature profiles
within 2 nm from thewalls are shown in Fig. 3. The first and second
liquid argon density maxima is 0.223 nm and 0.536 nm away from
the silver channel kept at 140 K,while the locations of thesemaxima
Fig. 3. Density and temperature profiles of liquid argon within 2 nm distance of silver
(top) and graphite (bottom) surfaces kept at 140 K. Theoretical predictions correspond
to the phenomenological model developed in this work.



Fig. 4. Temperature profiles for argon in silver nano-channels subjected to various wall
temperatures.

Fig. 5. Temperature profiles for argon in graphite nano-channels subjected to various
wall temperatures.
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are 0.313 nm and 0.625 nm away from the graphite wall. Since the
attraction between argon and graphite molecules is much smaller
than the argon-silver pair, there are more “empty” bins in between
the first argon layer and graphite walls. Depletion of argon mole-
cules near the surfaces has profound effects on the definition of local
liquid temperature. Very few liquid molecules are present at these
densityminima, and hence, one cannot define the local temperature
accurately. In order to address this problemweomittedpresentation
of temperature in these “empty” bins as can be deduced from the
near wall temperature profiles.

Fig. 2 also shows the temperature profiles within the entire
domain obtained using 20 and 200 slab bins. The left surface is kept
at 140 K, while the right surface is kept at 90 K. Liquid argon
temperature varies linearly in bulk of the nano-channel. Temper-
ature jumps at the liquid/solid interfaces are apparent in the
results. The temperature profiles obtained using 20 and 200 slab
bins gave very similar results in the bulk of the channel, validating
thermal equilibrium for both fine and coarse bin cases. Extrapola-
tions of the liquid temperature on to the walls reveal discontinu-
ities between the extrapolated fluid temperature and wall
temperature. These temperature jumps are related to the Kapitza
resistance and the Kapitza length, as can be deduced from Eqs. (1)
and (2). Fig. 2 shows drastic differences in temperature profiles for
the graphite and silver cases. Therefore, these simulations exhibit
different heat flux values. In order to characterize the temperature
distribution in the bulk of the channels, we performed linear least
square fits to the MD data and measured r2, which is the
measurement of how well the least square fit represents the data.
The values are all above 99%, which means that the temperature
profile is linear in the bulk of the channel. Linear fits to the
temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 3 as the theoretical fits,
which also correspond to the predictions of the phenomenological
models that will be developed in the next section. Surprisingly,
linear temperature profiles are observed up to the second argon
density peak, approximately 0.536 nm from the silver wall, while
linear temperature profile is observed 0.313 nm from the graphite
surface. Hence, strong density fluctuations shown in Figs. 2 and 3
do not significantly affect the temperature profile beyond
0.313 nm and 0.536 nm from the graphite and silver surfaces,
respectively. In addition, the fine bin temperature distribution in
liquid argon near the silver surface, especially within the first
density peak near the walls, shows steep temperature variations
compared to the bulk region. This behavior was not observed in the
graphite channel cases, despite equivalently large density fluctua-
tions of liquid argon near graphite walls. Differences in this



Table 3
Thermal conductivity for liquid argon at 100 K.

Average
temperature
(K)

Thermal
conductivity
in this work
(mW/mK)

Thermal conductivity
from previous MD
results (mW/mK)

Thermal
conductivity
from experimental
results (mW/mK)

100 108.92 101.24 [13] 108.71 [23]
110.00 [22] 112.60 [26]
102.70 [25] 104.18 [27]
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behavior can be attributed to twelve folds stronger interactions
between the silver-argon molecules than the argon-graphite pair.

3.2. Determination of the Kapitza length

In previous MD studies, the Kapitza length was shown to be
a function of the wall temperature [13,21]. In order to investigate
Fig. 6. Temperature jump versus the temperature gradient at argon-silver (top) and
argon-graphite (bottom) interfaces kept at 90 K and 140 K. Lines show the least square
fit to data, while the Kapitza length, LK, is given by the slope of these lines.
the effect of wall temperature on the Kapitza length, we performed
a series of MD simulations for liquid argon in silver and graphite
channels. We first fixed the right wall temperature at 90 K and
gradually increased the left wall temperature up to 140 K. Then we
fixed the left wall temperature at 140 K and gradually decreased the
right wall temperature to 90 K. These simulations result in different
heat flux values and temperature gradients. Figs. 4 and 5 show the
temperature profiles for liquid argon in silver and graphite nano-
channels, respectively. The figures also show the channel center
line and the average temperature of liquid argon so that one can
visually assess the breakdown of rotational symmetry in temper-
ature profiles. We observe a systematic undershoot between the
liquid temperature at the channel center line and the average
temperature in the system. This effect is more dominant for the
cases with large temperature gradients. Lack of rotational
symmetry in the temperature profiles shows temperature depen-
dence of the Kapitza length for both interfaces.

In order to investigate the temperature dependence of the
Kapitza length quantitatively, we calculated the Kapitza length for
each case by using Eq. (2). First we obtained the local temperature
gradients fromMD results, and matched these with the slope of the
Fig. 7. Variation of the Kapitza length as a function of the wall temperature for silver-
argon (top) and graphite-argon (bottom) cases. Lines show the least square fit to data.



Fig. 8. Temperature and number density distributions of liquid argon in various silver nano-channels. MD results are compared with continuum solutions subjected to
a temperature jump based on the MD predicted Kapitza length. Continuum solution with zero temperature jump is also shown.
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linear curve fits to the temperature profiles in the bulk of the
channel. Extrapolation of the temperature profile onto the solid
surface enabled us to calculate the local temperature jump
(DT¼Tfluid � Twall), which yielded a value for LK using Eq. (2). In the
mean time, we also calculated heat flux values using Eq. (4), and
utilized the temperature gradient from MD results to calculate the
thermal conductivity using Fourier law. As can be seen in Table 3,
thermal conductivity for liquid argon at average temperature of
100 K is 108.92 mW/mK, which matches the published bulk values
well [22,23]. In order to show the relationship of the Kapitza length
and wall temperature visibly, we present the variation of temper-
ature jump as a function of the temperature gradient for silver and
graphite walls kept at 90 K and 140 K in Fig. 6. The lines naturally
pass from the origin, since liquid in thermal equilibrium will not
experience any heat transfer, and therefore, no temperature jumps
are expected. Slopes of these lines result in the Kapitza length, as
can be deducted from Eq. (2). Least square fit to the data gives LK
(90 K) ¼ 0.97 nm and LK (140 K) ¼ 1.23 nm for liquid argon in
contact with silver walls, while we obtained LK (90 K) ¼ 3.1 nm and
LK (140 K) ¼ 3.5 nm for liquid argon in contact with graphite walls.
These results clearly indicate the temperature dependence of
Kapitza length for argon-silver and argon-graphite interfaces.

In order to further examine the temperature dependence of
Kapitza length, we repeated the procedure shown in Fig. 6 for silver
and graphite walls kept at 100 K, 110 K, 120 K, and 130 K. Fig. 7
shows variation of the Kapitza length as a function of the wall
temperature. Within the 90 Ke140 K range, Kapitza length for the
argon-silver and argon-graphite interfaces increases linearly with
the surface temperature. Using linear fits to data in Fig. 7, we
obtained LK (Tw) ¼ 0.0052Twþ0.502 for argon-silver, and LK
(Tw) ¼ 0.008Tw þ 2.38 for argon-graphite interfaces. Thermal slip
length for the argon-graphite interface is approximately three
times larger than that of the argon-silver interface. Differences in
the Kapitza lengths are due to the differences in the atomistic
properties and structures of these surfaces (see Tables 1 & 2, and
section 2).

3.3. Model verification

To this point, we developed phenomenological models for the
thermal slip length between liquid argon and various surfaces
using extensiveMD simulations. In this section, we utilize these slip
lengths within a Navier-type temperature jump boundary condi-
tion given by Eq. (2). Specifically, the temperature jump at the
argon-silver interface is modeled by

DT ¼ ð0:0052Tw þ 0:502ÞvT
vn

����
liquid0

(5)

while the temperature jump boundary condition for the argon-
graphite interface is given by

DT ¼ ð0:008Tw þ 2:38ÞvT
vn

����
liquid

: (6)

These temperature jump models include only the macroscopic
thermal conditions such as the thermal gradient and wall
temperature, and developed using MD simulation data. Utilizing
these jump conditions in the solution of heat conduction equation
as boundary conditions result in the following analytical solution
for the temperature distribution
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T
�
x
� ¼

 
TLow � THigh

LK�High þ LK�Low þ H

!�
xþ LK�High

�
þ THigh0 (7)

where TLow and THigh correspond to the specifiedwall temperatures,
H is the channel Height, and the Kapitza length LK is determined as
a function of the local wall temperature. In the following we
present verification of the continuum model given by Eq. (7) for
liquid argon in different height silver and graphite nano-channels
subjected to various temperature differences. These test cases are
chosen specifically outside the model development range, so that
sensitivity of this continuum based model to the nano-channel
length-scale and thermal gradients can be tested. In MD simula-
tions, the nano-channel height is varied from 3.36 nm to 14.9 nm,
while keeping other dimensions of the channels unchanged. In
Figs. 8 and 9 the number density and temperature profiles are
plotted together to demonstrate the influence of density layering
on temperature distribution. Predictions of the heat conduction
equation subjected to zero-jump and temperature jump based on
Eqs. (5) and (6) are also shown to validate the extent of the
continuum model.

Fig. 8 shows the temperature and density profiles of liquid argon
confined in silver nano-channels of 3.36, 7.4 and 14.6 nm in height,
and subjected to 140 K and 90 K from side walls (top-left, top-right
and bottom-left figures, respectively). Result for 7.4 nm channel
subjected to 130 K and 100 K on its walls is also shown on the
bottom-right figure. In silver channels with dimensions larger than
3.36 nm, density layering effects the temperature distribution
Fig. 9. Temperature and number density distributions of liquid argon in various graphi
a temperature jump based on the MD predicted Kapitza length. Continuum solution with z
mostly in the first two density peak regions near the walls, and the
temperature profile becomes almost linear starting from the third
density peaks from each wall. Strong interactions between silver
and argon molecules (εAreAg/εAr ¼ 6) affect heat transfer in the near
wall region, and results in distinct temperature variations from the
bulk section. Therefore the analytical model in Eq. (7) is valid
beyond the near wall region that extends approximately 0.536 nm
from each silver surface. MD results in the 3.36 nm high silver
channel (Fig. 8 top-left) exhibit further deviations from the
continuum model predictions. The reason for this is the small
dimensions of the channel. The wall force field penetrates 1 nm
from each wall, and the density layering penetrates approximately
2.0 nm from each surface. Therefore density layering effects in
3.36 nm high silver channel overlaps from both walls, inducing
further deviations from the continuum model.

Fig. 9 shows the temperature and density profiles for liquid
argon confined in graphite channels of 3.57, 7.6 and 14.9 nm in
height, and subjected to the identical wall temperatures in Fig. 8.
Temperature profiles in various sized nano-channels are linear in
the bulk and near wall regions, and the continuum model given by
Eq. (7) is equivalently valid in different sized nano-channels,
including the 3.57 nm channel. Near wall effects apparent in
silver channels are not as strong in the graphite channels, which is
due to the relatively lower interaction strength ratios between
argon and carbonmolecules (εAreC/εAr¼ 0.5). From Figs. 8 and 9, we
can observe excellent matches between the continuum predictions
and analytical solution for the silver and graphite cases in channels
larger than 7 nm and 3.57 nm, respectively.
te nano-channels. MD results are compared with continuum solutions subjected to
ero temperature jump is also shown.
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4. Conclusions

In this paper, we utilized MD simulations to perform systematic
studies of thermal transport in liquid argon confined within nano-
channels and thermal resistance at the argon/solid interfaces. The
current study was limited to liquid argon, which was modeled
using 12e6 LennardeJones interaction potential. Channel walls
were modeled as FCC silver, and graphite surfaces. Wallewall
interactions were modeled using the EAM and AIREBO potentials
for silver and graphite walls, respectively; with no electrical
charges or long-range force fields. Density profiles of liquid argon
exhibited well known layering near the solid surfaces. The peak
density values are shown to increase with decreased wall
temperature. Temperature profiles consistently exhibited jumps at
the liquid/solid interfaces due to the interface thermal resistance.
Assuming isothermal walls induced by a thermostat, we performed
systematic studies of the Kapitza length as a function of the wall
temperature, and consistently observed larger Kapitza length on
higher temperature surfaces, which agreed with previous MD
studies in [13]. Kapitza length at the argon-silver interface is
approximately three times smaller than that at the argon-graphite
interface. This is due to the twelve times difference between the
interaction potential of argon-silver and argon-carbon molecular
pairs. Our results are consistent with the literature [8,13,24], and
show decreased Kapitza length and interface resistance with
increased interaction strength between solids and liquids.

Using MD results, we developed phenomenological models for
LK as a function of the wall temperature for silver and graphite
surfaces. Utilizing these within the temperature jump boundary
condition enabled us to predict the temperature distribution in
nano-channels using continuum based models. The resulting
temperature profiles were shown to agree with MD predictions at
arbitrary wall temperature values and channel heights as small as
7 nm and 3.57 nm for silver and graphite walls, respectively.
Investigation of more complex surfaces, effects of electrical charges
and polar fluids will be the topic of future research.
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